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with some in ancient China, proofs of racial and cultural
affinity. There are other affinities, such as the cycle of
sixty and the seven-day period, which support the theory:
and it is possible that invaders drove the Sumerians east-
ward to China as well as to India. But as to such matters
nothing can yet be placed beyond conjecture.
The foundations of Chinese arts in general—pottery,
weaving, jewellery, as well as painting, sculpture, and
architecture, can be said to be well and truly laid before
the end of the classical age of Chou.
As I have said elsewhere:1
During this era too the foundations of the joint-family system
and of the guild—twin pillars of Chinese society—were firmly kid.
As the family regulated and controlled the individual relations and
dudes of the Chinese, so the guild-system was the regulator of all
group relations. Unofficial and self-sustaining, these were the real
machinery of the country—its *web of life', as the caste-system was
of India—the basis of stability and order. Thus while governments
have changed, society has 'carried on' without serious upheaval, and
the Chinese have been able to regard government as relatively un-
important. The humorous tolerance of the masses occasionally gives
way to the caustic criticism of a Lao-tse or a Chwang-tse, for whom
the chief duty of government is an extreme policy of wu-wei or
laissez-faire: for the family and the guild are natural and spontaneous,
whereas the formalism of the court and of the official is artificial
and unnatural,
*The family is for China the unit, and family life, patriarchal
in theory, often in fact dominated by the grandmother, was a rigidly
disciplined affair. The spirit of it was one of accommodation and
forbearance, each member knowing his place and keeping it, as the
stars their orbits. A typical Chinese story is that of a great family of
1,200 which was given a grant by a Sung Emperor for its family
loyalty. And when the patriarch of another family was asked the
secret of unbroken harmony he wrote the character for "forbear-
ance" a hundred times.

